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PREFACE
This year’s issue of Script is the third to be edited and produced entirely by
students. It is my honor and privilege to teach the Academic Cooperative course
(ENGL 2389), which creates the space for student editors to make the magazine. This
Spring’s staff of 14 students spurred exciting developments and faced some
tremendous challenges in their journey.
Script has broken the record for submission numbers every year students
have been in charge. This year’s staff mastered their promotional efforts, resulting in
a staggering influx of submissions, almost double what we received last year. This
created steep competition for every submission: we accepted roughly 1 in every 10.
My students handled the inundation with grace and worked incredibly hard to keep
the publication on track.
The strength of any editorial staff lies in its members’ differences in
experience and aesthetic. The submission explosion opened our discussions to a wide
variety of issues. My students tackled challenging conversations about our
community and culture with respect, humility, and compassion. I was deeply moved
by their ability to create a safe space for one another, to listen to each other’s voices,
and to channel these discussions toward making the best publication possible.
Each issue of Script contains something new, and this year, we have some
paired pieces of visual art and writing. My Fall 2016 creative writing course
collaborated with Josh Goode’s painting and print-making students: my writers
made fiction and poetry in response to art, and his students created art in response to
my writers. These pieces were all submitted and judged separately, and fortunately,
some of the pairings made it through the selection process. You will see three pieces
written in response to art featured next to their visual inspirations.
On behalf of the student editorial staff and the TCC South Department of
English, I am proud to present the 2016 – 2017 issue of Script. Enjoy.

Logen Cure
Faculty Editor for Script
Tarrant County College South Campus
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Honey Glazed
KEELA SMITH
Allow her to adjust her
crown.
Every twist turn and curl
cry out acceptance.
Acceptance of self.
Melaninated skin
glistens
with the reflection of the sun
like honey over hot biscuits.
This new found pride makes others unlike her
uncomfortable.
Once a demure creature she stands boastful
yet still feminine.
No longer will she let words rob her of
what she needs to thrive and prosper.
Like a flower she’ll stand tall and beautiful.
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I AM
MARIA NINO
Acrylic and ink on canvas, 16”x20”
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Hear Me
RANDI SESSUMS
A gentle breeze rustles through
the lone tree
rooted beside an iridescent indigo river
that brings life and brilliance to the surrounding
countryside.
A woman
stands staring at the mountains,
their surface turning the color of
sunshine during dusk.
Her coffee skin glistens
with sweat as she pants from exertion.
Her hair wrapped in culture of onyx beads and printed scarves,
cascading down, clinging to her neck.
Her tired, ashen eyes glance around,
taking in the reverence of the scene;
she smiles at the vibrancy of the colors that must
have been painted by a master hand.
Rouge-stained lips part suddenly,
her face contorting with internal pain
to let out a scream so great
it shakes the orange mountains,
shattering the reverie of balance.
Sharp rocks cut into her knees
as her body hits the ground.
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She turns her head to the turquoise sky and
quietly she says to the air:

Please.
Her eyelids droop with grief and she
continues to plead until the earth
seems to quiver for her.
Her throat begins to raw and she
chokes on her sobs.
Hands gripping her dampened face,
she calms herself breath by breath.
She suddenly looks up with fierceness in her eyes,
sets her jaw and speaks again,
this time whispering
with newfound intensity.

Please, God.
Please hear me.

Use a QR code scanner app to hear the
poem at www.southscript.org
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Fly
BIANCCA COLETTE
“I had a dream that I could fly from the highest swing, I had a dream,” Juju
sings along with Priscilla Ahn’s voice driving down the highway. With her right
hand, she reaches in her bag for her pack of cigarettes and lighter. She opens up the
pack, grabs one cigarette to put between her lips. Letting go of the wheel for a split
second, Juju lights it up, inhaling the first puff of smoke. She holds it in for a few
seconds, before letting the smoke out.
Juju is driving with the windows down, letting the cool, night breeze blow
through her car. With the highway completely empty at this time of night, who’s to
stop her from speeding down the road? She’s heading towards a new beginning, and
running away from her past. With a tear slipping from her watery eyes, she remembers why she’s running in the first place.
“Julianna Marie, get your ass down here!” her mother yelled.
Juju was startled awake from her mother’s cry. “Ugh,” Juju groaned in irritation. “She’s drunk, I just know it,” Juju whispered to herself. Her room was dark, but
those red numbers on her alarm clock told her it was way too late to be dealing with
this. Slowly trying to pull herself out of bed, her mother yelled for her again. As Juju
made her way to the door, she grabbed her pack of cigarettes, having a small feeling
she may need one after dealing with her mother.
As she descended the stairs, Juju could already see the unfamiliar man sitting
on their couch. “Great, we have an audience…again,” Juju mumbled to herself. And
right before she reached the last step, her mother stepped in front of her, blocking
her way.
“I called you like fifty times, Julianna. You’re just now coming down,” her
mother spoke.
Trying to resist rolling her eyes, Juju said, “I was asleep mother, what do you
want?”
“Why isn’t this house clean? I have company here, and this house is disgusting. Why can’t you do anything? You need to start respecting me. You also need to
apologize to Bobby for this mess,” her mother babbled in a slurred, condescending
tone.
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Looking at the man on the couch, Juju saw him smile and wink at her. She
looked back at her mother, seeing the glazed look in her eye and smelling alcohol on
her breath. She was wearing a black mini skirt, red low cut V-neck top, and a pair of
thigh high black boots. She dressed as if she were Julia Roberts from Pretty Woman.
She didn’t use to dress that way. In fact, she didn’t use to act that way either.
She was a very caring woman, who loved her daughter and actually disapproved of
all of the acts that she was exhibiting right at that moment. She had room in her
heart for only one man, but now it was so broken, it was as if she handed out each
broken piece to any man she could find. That lady standing in front of Juju was a
stranger. A stranger that took advantage of her. Going through that practically every
day, Juju couldn’t take the badgering anymore.
She took a deep breath, and said, “No.”
“Excuse me?” her mother said.
“No, mom. I cook. I clean. I work. I pay the bills. I take all the bull you throw
at me. And for what? You don’t appreciate me. I don’t need you, you’re the one who
needs me,” Juju blurted out in an irritated rant.
“What the—you good for nothing brat. I give you a place to live, the groceries you eat, and the love that you deserve. Don’t sit here and say I’m the one who
needs you. And you do not pay the bills, you liar,” her mother shouted at her.
Growing angrier, Juju yelled back, “Listen lady, you don’t know how to be a
mother. You’ve never been one. You go out every stinking night, get drunk, get
blazed, and bring a different man home every time with you to do only God knows
what,” she said as she motioned towards the man on the couch. Not knowing what
hit her, Juju continued to yell at her mom. “Half of them practically hit on me, and
then you yell at me for that as if it is my fault. Hell, you yell at me for everything
every morning and every night. And I’m sick of it. I’m so sick of your habits, for
being blamed for every little thing, and for you talking down to me,” Juju ranted on.
Her face was growing red from frustration and forgetting to breathe while talking.
“This is getting tiring to take care of you like you’re the adolescent child. You’re the
one who needs to grow up you—” she yelled before scorching pain ran through her
cheek.
Her mother had slapped her so hard, Juju could feel the stinging on her
cheek, and the tears forming in her eyes. With her hand holding the right side of her
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face, Juju stared at her mother with pure astonishment.
“You don’t ever talk to me like that you stupid brat,” her mother said in a
serious, low voice. “I can kick you out of this house so fast, you’ll be living out on
the streets. Apologize to me and Bobby right now, young lady.” She looked at Juju as
if she were an insect. A tiny, disgusting insect.
Juju stared at her mother for a moment. She just slapped her across the face.
She had never done that before. But why now? The fluster in her cheeks, her dark
hair a tangled mess, and the serious and disapproving line of her thin lips. All Juju
could see was anger in her unfazed brown eyes. There was never any appreciation or
love in those eyes ever since her dad died two years ago. That love from her mother
died when her father did.
In that moment, Juju ran up the stairs so quick, into her room, locking the
door right behind her. Very quickly, Juju started stuffing clothes, shoes, toiletries,
and anything else she could fit in her bag. She could hear her mother beating on the
door, yelling every single cuss word she could at her daughter. Juju knew it wouldn’t
be long before her mother would break down the door, so the second she was
satisfied with the clothes and junk she had in her bags, she threw them out of her
window. She was just about to go out of the window too, but ran to her bathroom.
She grabbed her bubble bath soap, hugged it for a second, and then headed towards
the window.
Juju climbed down the pipes next to her window, until she felt the ground.
Grabbing her bags, she ran to her car in the driveway, quickly opening the trunk.
She got in the driver’s seat, started her car, and sped away so quick, she didn’t care
that she hit the bumper of someone’s truck. As she drove away, she looked in the
rearview mirror and saw her mother chasing after her, screaming. But Juju kept
driving, her mother’s figure slowly slipping away in the mirror, until she disappeared. She pulled out a cigarette, and lit it up. Juju drove off into the early morning
sky until she was far enough away.
After driving for 21 hours straight, Juju thinks that it is definitely time to
stop. When she sees a motel sign coming up, she exits off of the highway towards
the motel. She parks near the entrance door, gets out of her car, and opens the trunk
to get the two bags she packed. The little bell rings when Juju opens the door to the
front office.
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“Welcome! How may I help you?” asks the front counter lady.
“Hi, I wanted to get a room,” Juju says.
“Okay, how many people will be staying?” the lady asks.
“Just one,” Juju says while slightly smiling.
The lady gives her a key to room 214, and Juju walks towards the stairs.
Before she takes the stairs, she sees a bush of red roses, and picks one off of the bush.
She then continues up the stairs towards her room. She opens the door to the room,
but stands there in the doorway taking a second to take it in. It is a small room with
chipped beige painted walls, and tacky, yet pretty art pieces. There is a small TV on
the wooden dresser on the right side of the room, and a queen sized bed on the left.
There is a small desk in the corner, and the bathroom straight back. Juju sets her
bags on the bed, and just stares down at nothing, remembering her mother that
moment before the accident.
“Do you like this one, sweetie?” asked Juju’s mother. She looked at the
glittering blue long sleeved dress she was holding. Juju and her mother were shopping for her prom dress at the mall. They went to like ten different stores trying on a
dozen dresses from each one. One right after the other, dresses were too short, too
long, too big, or just didn’t look right on her. But Juju’s mom was supportive, and
wouldn’t let her daughter give up on finding the perfect dress.
“Oh. My. Gosh. Mom, it’s gorgeous!” Juju exclaimed. She fell in love with it
the instant she laid eyes on it.
Her mother handed her the dress, then clapped in giddy excitement.
“I’ve got to try this on! And look, it’s my size,” Juju said while hugging the
dress tight.
“Well go try it on, dear,’’ said her mother.
Juju headed into the dressing room, talking to her mother while changing
into the dress. “Do you think Jace will like it?” Juju asked her mom.
“Of course he will. He’d be crazy if he didn’t,” said her mom.
While slipping into the dress, a phone rang. Digging through her bag, she
realized it wasn’t hers.
“I’m not sure whose number this is calling,” Juju heard her mom telling her.
She ignored the call, but it rang again. “Same number,” she yelled to Juju, “I guess
I’m going to take it real quick.”
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A moment later, Juju walked out of the dressing room in that blue dress that
complimented her well. She accessorized it well with a huge smile, but that smile
dropped quickly when she saw the tears in her mother’s eyes. Her face was white as
a corpse, eyes red-rimmed from the tears, mouth opened as if to say something, but
the words just wouldn’t come out. Juju looked down to see that she even dropped
her phone out of her hands.
She asked her mom what was wrong, over and over again. When her mother
finally did speak, it was with a lot of tears and confusion. Her mother told her point
blank that her father was in a car accident, and that he had to go to the hospital. The
doctor who called her said that he died before he got to the hospital. Tears began
spilling from Juju’s eyes as well. She sat there letting the tears fall and held her
crying mother in her arms wearing that blue dress. That was the moment she lost
her father, and her mother too.
Coming out of a daze, Juju blinks a couple of times, realizing she’s in a hotel
room. Not knowing when she sat down, Juju stands up, and unzips the black duffle
bag. She grabs her bubble bath soap that smells like eucalyptus, and the rose she
picked outside, then enters the bathroom. The bathroom is squeaky clean, and tiny,
but it’s still nice. Juju turns on the faucets to start the bath water, and pours some of
her bath soap into the running water. While the bath is running, she picks the petals
from the rose and throws them into the tub.
Once the water is at a decent level, she turns the faucets off and gets into the
steamy, hot water. She slides down until her chin is right above the water, then
inhales a deep breath of air through her nose. She can smell the eucalyptus and
roses, immediately calming her muscles and nerves. Juju just lays in the tub, sniffing
through her nose, until she’s so relaxed that she could fall asleep.
She begins to wonder what she is going to do. She left home in such a hurry,
she doesn’t even know where she’s headed. She has no plan. Now that she is far from
her mother, what is she going to do with this new freedom? Juju can go anywhere
she wants, start a new life in any town she wishes. And as she lies there in that
bubble bath, she inhales one more big breath as she’s thinking of her future, and lets
out the breath as if she’ll never turn back to her past.
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Sedona
MARISA ZAPATA
Oil on canvas, 16”x20”
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Remembering Her
CLAUDIA COMBS
In response to “Sedona”

Dad and I had been cleaning out the attic all day. It looked as if it hadn’t been
cleaned in years. Nearly every box we went through was covered in a thick layer of
dust. I hated that he was selling my childhood home, but I was happy to help him
pack. After about five hours we only had one box left to go through: mom’s old
paintings. They used to be hanging all throughout the house. Dad only took them
down a month or two after she passed; I think they were too painful for him to look
at. Every one of them brought back memories. I’d sit in her lap or in her studio most
of the time when she painted. It was refreshing to see them after such a long time. I
couldn’t remember all that much of her any more.
“Did she paint that?”
The last painting showed a beautiful desert. There was a storm raging on the
horizon; it looked like it was heading towards you. I’d never seen this one.
“Yeah,” Dad said with a smile. “This one was her favorite. She made me drive
her out there so many times.”
I didn’t say anything else about it. How could I not know her favorite place?
Or maybe I just didn’t remember after all these years. Actually, the more I thought
about her the less it seemed I could remember. At 21 years old it had almost been 10
years since she died. I never thought it would take such a short amount of time to
forget her favorite things, or the way her pancakes tasted on Sunday morning, or her
laugh. There had to be something I could do to become closer to her.
“Dad? Where is this place?”
He tried to explain it to me, but even his memory was starting to falter. The
directions he gave me were extremely hard to decipher. His handwriting was even
harder to read. Even though I couldn’t understand it, I knew someone who might be
able to. Josh, my best friend since we were 7, was a travel junkie. If anyone could
figure out where this place was, it was him. I took a picture of the painting and the
directions and headed straight for his apartment. He might not have been there, but
he could at least tell me where it is.
When I arrived at his door he welcomed me with open arms. Josh offered me
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some coffee before leading me to the living room so we could talk. Like always,
there were cans of beer and energy drinks cluttering the table. His TV showed the
menu screen of some shooter game. After making some comments about the cleanliness of his house, I asked him about the painting. Just based on the description I
gave, he thought he could locate the place. I pulled the directions out of my purse
and handed them to him as he looked at the painting on my phone. Josh narrowed
his eyes and scratched his head.
“His handwriting gets worse and worse doesn’t it? But yeah, I think I know
the place. What is this about?”
“My mom,” I said. “She painted this. Dad said it was her favorite place.”
“And you want to go out there?”
I nodded. “I… I can’t really remember her anymore. Maybe if I get out there
I can feel closer to her.”
He wrapped his arms around me in a gentle hug. According to the directions
Dad gave me it would only take a few hours to get to the desert. Josh insisted on
coming with me to make sure I got there safely. It would be a lot easier with him
there. We left around 4 in the afternoon. I wanted to make it there at sunset, just
like the painting. Unfortunately, it was supposed to be a clear night so I wouldn’t get
everything right. I couldn’t wait to go, so it was worth that one detail being wrong
just to feel close to her again.
It only took three hours to get to the cliff. Dad told me it was the one five
miles out. Josh stayed back as I walked towards it. The moment I stepped to the edge
tears filled my eyes. It looked exactly like her painting. Everything about it. I heard
my name and turned around to see Josh leaning against the car, pointing at the
skyline past me. There was a thunderstorm brewing, little bolts of lightning already
littering the horizon.
“She’s here,” I said.
The wind picked up. My hair blew out of my face causing me to smile. She’s
here. She’s always been here.
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Just Me
WENDY SMITH
Oil on canvas, 24”x36”
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T h i s I s W h e r e Yo u S l e e p
CAITLYN RENDON
You can’t sit in your car alone at night
When all the constellations in that sky
Are shooting daggers
Into your chest where your heart used to reside.
Before you took a leap and left everything behind
When headlights make you blink and see the back of your eyelids
The same black you saw in your rearview
While driving away from everything you owned.
When green lights make an association with the same color your little
Brother’s eyes were when he was first born.
When yellow lights correlate with the same highlights your mother
Had when she finally walked the stage at 43.
When red coincides with the color of your sister’s cheeks
When you told her you had to leave.
So, you will get in your car quickly
And be sure to run every red light
Until you reach what is furthest from your home.
You will not sit in this baby blue Mustang while these constellations
Impale you with the thoughts that make you weep.
This is your home now; this is where you sleep.
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Yo u Wa nt to K n ow a S e c r e t ?
M.G.V.
It is a poorly hidden secret, for even though I have tried, it is still highly
exposed. "Don't you tell anyone for if you do—to them—you will not matter," I
heard once or twice but in my head a few more times. As a five-year-old, feeling
free and happy, I was told, "We are moving somewhere new." I soon said goodbye
to the land that I played on and to the friends who saw me laugh and cry over a
broken dollhouse that wasn't even mine. All of my family is "over there" and we
do not want to be left behind, that is the reason why we are moving north.

Hi father, hi brothers, how have you been? We are here now, let us celebrate! I'm happy to be here and happy to see you, shall we stay? My five-year-old
mind danced around.
Before tucking me into bed that night, my mother tells me her plans, "We
will start out here in this little place until we save enough for the nice little house
I saw the other day. Make some room for your sister too." I lay on my side. Full of
delight—with my eyes staring into the dark—my child mind acknowledges that
this is something new. Without too much effort, I notice how this place is four
times smaller than where we used to live. However, my mother tells me we will
be out of this one room house before the year.
Finally, a two bedroom house for our seven-member group. Now I have
the space to get in trouble for running around the house—a luxury the last house
was missing. My mother told me I'll be starting school soon and it does not matter
that I have missed preschool. I ask one of my older brothers to say casa in English
so that I can learn. "House," he pronounces twice. I am proud to have learned my
first English word.
As I run around the yard on a summer evening, I spot something high
above my head that seems to want to play. Full of amazement, I rush inside to brag
to my younger sister that the full moon will not stop following me. "No way that
could be true," my sister doubts.
"Come, and you will see. Watch, I'll start to run towards our left neighbor's
house and when you look up you'll see the moon moving towards me, but it will
stay just a little bit behind."
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My little sister starts to run towards the house and shouts, "You are a liar
because the moon is following me!"
Just how can that be? I swear I see it moving left with me, but she sees it
moving south towards her? "Well I think you are the liar," she hears me say back.
We switched places and my mouth swings open, for indeed, the moon
wants me even as I move south.
We walk inside the house and, for the next three years, this piece of sky is
my favorite. I often dream of being a bird so that I can fly up to the clouds every
night and sleep on the white cotton candy fluff. I long to feel, on the surface of
my palms, the unreachable softness of the velvety fibers that make up a cloud in
the sky.
Soon all my new friends move. I had no idea what they said half of the
time, but they wanted to be my friend despite being three to six years older than I
was. And now, it is our turn to say goodbye to this beige wooden house and to the
new neighbors who never come out. I like this new, sophisticated, blush brick
house with its hints of atmospheric blues that hold peace to my experiencing
senses.
The new school tells me with sympathetic eyes, "Oh honey, you can't
stay." I'll have a hard time, they try to explain, but I do not understand.
Tears spill from my eyes. I'll do my homework from now on and I promise
I know English, my old friends only spoke English—I swear I can understand.
They give me two weeks to prove myself, and finally, the decision is made—I
cannot stay.
I fight hard to learn everything, just so that I can stay. My family tells me
that by the time I turn 18, I will be American. All I have to do is wait. I should
not worry at all, I'll be lucky enough.
In the meantime, a secret is to be kept. I will not tell anyone I am undocumented, not even my best friend. "They are taking our jobs," "We do not want you
here," I hear for the first time. I had no idea someone feels this way. Sadness that
rarely visited is planning on moving in. Immediately, I take my dreams and throw
them away. They are unrealistic and I wonder why I wanted to stay when I am
not meant to stay. Just hang on there—I affirm to myself—soon I will be 18. I
keep this so-called secret because I have no other place to go.
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When I finally turned 18 many things had changed, but the one thing I have
been waiting to change is still much the same. It has been 15 years since my feet
last walked around Mexico. The footprints my shoes once left on the Jalisco soil
have long-since been faded. How much longer must I wait? My dull smile is weary;
in my heart, this feels unfair.
I hear you, you say, "One day."
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Mask of Astefe
DYLAN HALL-LUEBKER
Copper, brass, and leather, 6"x7"x9"
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Floral
LOGAN SIERRA MIRANDA

Dime ya
No Puedes ser los dos
Tell me now
You cannot be both
I stood before the mirror above the dining room table
I wore a green floral Woman’s shirt
He only saw

Un joto
Un Puñal
A faggot
And although he assured me he would accept me for who I was
The anecdote He told about my tios using those words to describe my cousin
Said otherwise
I was a child
I just liked the floral
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Swipe
BRIANNA HARKINS

“You have only 374 units left, Miss Amy Apricot.”
She knew that though. She’d been counting down since she hit one thousand
units. She spent that last four on coffee, and the automated message that came from
the implants drilled into her temples at birth was not only menacing as it always was
but annoying.

Three hundred seventy-four. I’m so close to empty. Twenty will go to hair
and makeup at noon, and eleven will go to my manicure two o’clock. Then three
hundred for the crossover I chose when I hit five thousand units. That’s what? Fortyfour—yeah, forty-four units to spend before the next sunrise.
People said the last five thousand go by the fastest, but Amy disagreed. Her
whole unit-span felt like a blur. She, like everyone else, started with one million
units. How people spend those units is up to them. There is no way to add to those
units, only take from them. Most people didn’t mind though because they didn’t
have to age like their ancestors did. Everyone starts out at what would have been
about 25 years old in their ancestor’s age measurement. Everyone ends at that physical age too.
It’s nice. Scientists figured out how to stop the physical aging process. As a
side-effect, humans were no longer able to reproduce, so they figured out how to
create humans. Not many cared that they couldn’t have babies anymore—they still
had videos and holograms of the mini-humans. That was enough for most since then
they didn’t have to deal with cleaning up after children and teaching them how to
walk and talk and eat and everything else that went along with caring for babies.
Another great thing about creating humans is that the Scientists made everyone have
the same skin color, so no one could discriminate against another based on that.
Scientists scanned the skin color of infants from every race and mixed them all
together to create a solitary color for the future generations of humans. People still
found things to judge other people on though—eye color, hair color, location, unitspending, fashion.

I’d better get going. I think Julianne might like to see me before my crossover.
I know I’d like to see her. Amy gathered her purse and coffee, and walked to the
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station and hopped on the magnet train. One more unit spent. She always sat as close
to the exit as possible so she didn’t have to look at the backs of the people in front of
her. Not being able to see peoples’ faces always made her uncomfortable because
everyone looked the same from behind. It’s the faces and expressions that set people
apart. Julianne’s facial expressions always made Miss Apricot giggle, and that’s why
they were such good friends.
A streaming slosh of pastels passed beside the transparent frame of the train.
Each person was allotted a dome to start out living in, and finish in if they so choose,
with its own unique color scheme. This side of town had mostly light shades of
color, whereas some areas have darker jewel tones, or even shine with metallic flair.
Pastels were less harsh on Miss Apricot’s eyes when she looked through the window
tracing the entire length of the magnet train.
After she got off the train, she walked toward her friend’s home. It was a
cool, sea green colored dome with a glass oval door surrounded by swirly white trim.
Stained glass and clear glass windows were nestled deep within the curved frame.
“Julianne, it’s me! I’m coming in, okay?” She didn’t wait for a response and
glided through the door that lifted for her after it recognized her as a friend of
Julianne’s.
“Hey, Double A! I’m so glad you came by!” Julianne skipped over to embrace
a smiling Miss Apricot.
“Haha of course! It’s my last full day, you know. I wouldn’t cross over without seeing you!” Amy said.
“Oh yes, I know. I’m going to miss you. I mean, it won’t be too much longer
until I get to cross over too, and then maybe we’ll see each other again, but I’ll miss
you until then,” Julianne smiled with sad eyes.
“Don’t be silly! You and Mark still have the same amount of units, right? He
can keep you company just fine. You’ll forget about me by next week!”
Amy didn’t want to be forgotten, though. At least, not anytime soon. Not
many people stayed remembered for long anymore. At that point, everything people
wanted to invent had been invented, and there hadn’t been any wars or any unexplained or explained but brutal deaths before crossovers in decades. Because of that,
documenting normalcies to be remembered didn’t feel necessary. Still, Amy didn’t
want to be forgotten completely, even though she would understand if she were.
Her whole life was spent in a comfortable noose growing more constricting but not
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enough for her to move.
“Mark… Mark left. A week ago. He—he left and didn’t tell me anything
except not to worry, and not to follow.” But Julianne was visibly worried. Her
eyebrows wrinkled forward so her eyelids covered half her purple-blue eyes.
“Jules, why didn’t you contact me?” her voice raising half an octave and
cracking slightly. Miss Apricot gawked at her friend.
“I didn’t want to worry you. I knew your crossover was soon and didn’t want
you missing any appointments or meetings with other friends or anything like that.
Your crossover is important. Besides, Mark wasn’t upset with me or anything, I don’t
think. He gave me a kiss and assured me he’d come back soon. I just thought soon
would be sooner.”
Julianne looked at the floor. Amy continued looking at her friend.
“I tried calling him a few times, but his phone went to voicemail each time.
Then I found his phone in his bedside drawer when I was looking for our spare key.”
Amy just stared. She didn’t know what she could say to make things better.
She also wondered what on earth had gotten into Mark. She knew Mark adored
Julianne, so what could make him run off without explanation? Finally breaking the
silence, Amy asked if Mark had been acting strange or saying things out of character.
“No, not really,” Julianne said. “Just did his usual things—work, swimming,
and loving me.”
Julianne coughed to inhibit the forming sob rising from her belly.
“Come on, let me make us some tea,” she got up and went to the kitchen,
leaving Amy staring at the empty chair.
Amy wondered if there was anything she could do for her friend. But with
her crossover the next morning she didn’t know what she possibly could have done.
Now it was her turn to stare at the floor.
“Here we are, and here’s your xylitol sweetener you like.” The teacups
clinked when Julianne sat them down between the two of them.
“Thank y---“
The back door opened to show Mark beaming and carrying what appeared to
be bundles of papers all tied together.
“Mark!”
Julianne scrambled to her lover, tears broke free and streamed down her face.
She almost knocked him over with her capture of him. Amy was sure if Julianne
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hadn’t been crying and shocked, Mark would not have had the first word. But she
was, so he spoke.
“Darling, I’m so sorry to keep you waiting like that. I thought I would return
sooner. I couldn’t take my phone with me for precautionary reasons. Don’t worry
though, everything is wonderful and I can’t wait to tell you what I discovered!”
It was then he took notice of Miss Apricot still in her seat, eyes widened to the
point of pain.
“Amy! I’m glad you’re here! This is perfect! We can all go together!” he said.
Both girls looked at each other and then to Mark.
“Go where?” Julianne sniffed and stood back, her hands still on his waist.
“Away! Away from all of this. Away from needing to cross over! I found a—
well—I don’t know what you would call them. A tribe, perhaps? Anyway, it’s a group
of these people who—get this—don’t have the same coloring. Some are way lighter
and some are way darker than any of us are. And they don’t use units!”
“Wait just a second. Have you gone mad? People like that don’t exist anymore,
Mark.” Amy was more upset with Mark for making Julianne worry and then barging
in than with what he was saying, but she didn’t think it worth mentioning right now.
“I believed that too. But I saw them for myself. Do you remember Brad? He
told me about them and I thought him just as crazy as you must think me, but then
he promised to show me. That’s why I left. But I couldn’t tell you, dear. Brad told me
it could be dangerous if the Scientists found out somehow. He said they might not
even care, but just to be on the safe side I shouldn’t tell you until after I got back to
you.”
“Then why did you go, Mark?! How could you just leave me here in the dark
about all that?” Julianne dropped her arms down to her sides and shook her head.
“Why didn’t you just take me with you?”
“I wanted to make sure these people were safe, my love,” Mark tilted
Julianne’s chin up towards his face. “Do you remember when you told me that you
wish you could meet our ancestors to see what they were like and why everything
changed?”
Julianne nodded. Amy was flabbergasted by the entire exchange. Why would
Julianne care? Their ancestors were terrible, fighting over stupid things. And they had
to experience aging and the pain that goes with it.
“I wanted to be able to find that out for you, if possible. Then Brad mentioned
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he knew some, so I went to pave the way. Now we can meet and talk with them,
Jules!”
“Do you really think that’s a good idea? I mean, they may be friendly, but
what if they, I don’t know, want you to join them? Or maybe kill you since you’re
different than they are?” Amy was getting angry. This couldn’t be good for her best
friend.
“Amy, there’s something I need to tell you,” Julianne turned to look at her
best friend’s gaping face.
“I wasn’t created, Amy. I was born. As in, from a mother. I don’t remember
who she was, or where I came from, but I remember being little. I don’t remember
much, unfortunately. Mostly images. But when I was around the age of what our
ancestors would have called a teenager, I was found by Scientists. They took care of
me until I was around what they thought to be twenty-five. I was then operated on
for several weeks to keep me from aging and change my skin color and had the
implants drilled into my temples like everyone else. I was allotted this house and my
one million units. Though I’m grateful to them, I’ve still wondered what other
birthed people are like. I know I should have told you, but I was afraid you wouldn’t
believe me. I cried all night after I told Mark because I was sure he would think I
was crazy and leave me, but he didn’t and told me he had heard rumors of such
things happening and had no reason to believe I was lying.”
Mark kissed the top of Julianne’s head and grabbed her hand.
“I can’t believe this. What are you trying to pull?” Amy turned to leave. She
had appointments to go to and didn’t have time to listen to her hysterical friend’s
nonsense.
“Amy wait, I’m telling the truth I swear!”
But Amy was already to the door.
“I love you guys, but I can’t listen to this. My crossover is tomorrow and I’m
going to be there.”
And with that, Amy ran to the magnet train to head to her stylist. She swiped
her unit card, listened to the voice tell her she had 372 units left, got in her seat near
the exit, and cried.
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Consumed by Connection
MICHAEL RIVERA
Plaster, metal, concrete, plastic, cloth, and glass, 3' tall
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Dig It Out
JEREMY AVERYT, FEATURING BRIANNA HARKINS

Calling for the burning
To come and take the space I made for you
Took a midnight run
To see just what my broken legs could do
Give your smiles
In silver piles
Get the love you need
Flaunt your perfection
Tease your affection
Plant it like a seed
Make me dig it out
Make me dig it out
Give your smiles
In silver piles
Get the love you need
Walking forward into the dark
Without the light I gleaned from you
Clawed out my eyes
But I still see the godly things you do
Give your smiles
In silver piles
Get the love you need
Flaunt your perfection
Tease your affection
Plant it like a seed
Make me dig it out
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Make me dig it out
Give your smiles
In silver piles
Get the love you need
Give your smiles
In silver piles
Get the love you need
Flaunt your perfection
Tease your affection
Plant it like a seed
Make me dig it out
Make me dig it out

Give Give
Give your smiles
In silver piles
Get the love you need
Get the love you need

Use a QR code scanner app to hear the
song at www.southscript.org
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In Her Arms, She Will Always Starve
CAITLYN RENDON

You couldn’t wait to fall in love, and I couldn’t help but dread it.
These men would woo over us, and you’d giggle while I’d roll my eyes.
They would kiss you, and I’d lean out of their reach.
You’d receive flowers, and they thought my sour style meant I just wanted
bed sheets.
The intoxicating words were always spoken to you while you soaked up
The idealism that white lustrous fences were what should be
The more they cluttered your mind, the more I unearthed the contrasts
of yours, to mine:
My mind had learned to throw sparks that could enkindle new universes in
other’s eyes,
While yours learned to plant weeds that were too common from the lack of the
environment’s creativity.
My mind has flourished and set a fire that’s pushing towards a better me
And your life has been blinded from the delusion
That perfection lies behind that white picket fence
But instead it hid a rumbling household of accidents that mimicked your laugh,
And mirrored your eyes and held beating lashes that shielded them from
your indiscretions.
After all this time
I hope you can grant yourself love,
And my intangible dream, one day,
All this work on myself will bring me to a more tangible you.
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Plasticity in Aether
H.E. RIDDLETON
The moment
is not intentional,
yet conscious,
created when
momentum is picture, when
the flipbook blows
Open.
The Martian phenomenon
breathes up like a dead fish—
the gulp, the three rings—
then orbits, without instance,
complete and circular—
the lounge of a tumbleweed
In innocence—
then sinks sudden,
a flash into flatness,
scooting across, in need
of scratch, the latch
is neither buoyant
nor brightness—
Rush!
The airiness offers
pause,
Passing,
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Then a whistle
as the zephyr
alternates
Change,
mishap
returning to
settlement
and reminding
water
of its infinity,
Still incomplete.
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Thinking Man
MARISA ZAPATA
Oil on canvas, 16"x20"
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What to Expect

Content Warning: suicide

CAITLYN RENDON
You cannot expect love to find you
When you’ve embedded yourself in the seams of 7th street.
Cutting corners to avoid crossing paths with someone
Who would remind you of her.
You cannot expect love to fight for you
When you’re hopping to the other side of the bridge
Pretending you’re a part of the great trapeze.
All while fighting to catch your breath
In this razor blade cutting cold.
You cannot expect love to revive you
When your hand is clinging to the last bit of steel you grabbed
In your moment of doubt.
Then again when your hand slipped and you plunged.
You cannot expect love to remember you
When your skull cracks upon impact and releases
Metallic memories of your pure self into the seams of street.
That is when you can expect to think of how
You could have found love
You could have fought for it, renewed it
And remembered why you would in the first place.
Did you really want to know how asphalt tastes?
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Withered and Gone
RANDI SESSUMS

Sitting in a doctor’s office, your mind starts to wander. Every little thing I
look at seems to spark up a memory of mine. I guess remembering things is a better
pastime than just sitting here staring at the wall while the doctor takes her time to
come in. Looking over at the window, there is a vase of beautiful flowers in the sill.
There are bright roses of pink, red, and white, and many yellow lilies and white
daisies surrounded by baby’s breath. It reminds me of my mother, and what she used
to say to me about women being compared to flowers, the first time being when I
was only 7.

“From the day we are born, women are put into categories. The nurturer, the
weaker sex, the idolized figure, and many more. The most dynamic one is the
comparison of a woman to a flower. From the beginning, we are just a budding
flower, not yet blossomed into the potential we possess. As we go through life, that
bud opens little by little, based on our experiences.”
“What kind of experiences, mommy?”
“Oh, many things. Exciting events, like when you saw fireworks for the first
time or the other day when you got your ears pierced.”
“What do those things have to do with flowers?”
“You’ll see, sweetie. With time.”
I smile at the memory of my mother. She was always very eccentric. She
never gave up on the flower thing, even though it drove me crazy. I remember when
I was just 13 and going to my first school dance in a red dress and she curled my long
black hair. She told me that day that I was starting to “blossom.”
I walk over to the flowers to get a better look at them and I notice there is a
wilting rose on the right side. I reach out and touch it, remembering something else
my mother told me about flowers when I got a little older. It was the day of my
grandma’s funeral, and I was crying in the corner. My grandfather’s funeral was just
two weeks earlier and as a 15-year-old I wasn’t handling the double loss very well.
My mother had walked up to me with a single white rose in her hand.

“I’m not in the mood for the flower thing today, mom.”
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“I know. But there is something I must tell you. While we blossom, we also
decay, losing petals with sadness and betrayal. This is okay, though. For where a
flower dies, a new one will blossom.”
Surprisingly, her words helped me get through the day, even though I still
rolled my eyes at her. Then, a year later I understood more of what she meant when
my boyfriend slapped me across the face in front of the entire football team. A blush
as red as the rose that I cradled in my hand now had slowly spread across my face,
flushing my cheeks with embarrassment. Giant wet tears fell from my face, washing
away the imprint of his hand as I ran home with utter rage building in my body. The
next day, I walked up to the field and dumped all of his things onto the ground and
stepped on them with my muddy boots, a slow grin spreading across my face.
Warmth spread through my body as I walked away content with my teenage revenge. My mother had told me that I changed that day. She said a white daisy of
innocence died when he slapped me, but a fiery red rose had grown in its place
because I stuck up for myself, growing more as a woman. Even though it was corny,
I didn’t object to her flower stuff that night and smiled as she brushed my hair for
hours.
Walking away from the flowers, I look up at a degree on the wall from the
college I went to. Seeing as I am in a gynecologists’ office, this reminds me of the day
I let Jason Kalecki from my freshman biology class go all the way with me in my
dorm room. He was sweet and gentle, but I am very thankful that he is not the man I
married. I let out a small chuckle at the thought of that day at that school, and how
he had held me and told me how beautiful my “caramel” skin was, even though I’m
only half Hispanic, and resemble my white mother more than my father.
Looking over at the counter, I see a picture of my doctor and who I assume is
her husband, their radiant smiles giving the cold examination room a little life. The
picture makes me smile, thinking of Danny, the man I searched for and finally found
at a baseball game my friend dragged me to. My Danny with his black hair and
crystal blue eyes. The man I fallen for completely, and who never made me feel
unwanted or alone. He is the one that I married, after he slipped a ring onto my
finger while we were lying in bed, me half asleep and struggling to comprehend
what was happening. He is the reason I am at the doctor now. I sit back on the table
and think about him. I think about how we decided to grow our family by adding a
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child to the mix. My mother tried to tell me about having kids once.

“One day you’ll sprout a flower that doesn’t just belong to you. It’ll be a bud
that a man helps you create.”
“Mom, seriously, what are you talking about?”
She smiled sweetly. “You’ll see. With time.”
That was the closest my mother ever got to giving me a sex talk. I am still
very grateful for that.
I always wanted kids, longing to have a mini-me that made messes and
adorable paintings. Danny wanted the same, so we’re trying. We’ve tried for a long
time, actually, and nothing was happening until I missed my period two weeks ago.
That’s why I am here, to find out if I am pregnant or not. The doctor told me no,
that I’m not, then decided to run some procedural tests or whatever, and now I am
waiting for her to come back. Waiting for what feels like forever, especially in this
robe with no clothes on.
I peer around the room again, looking for something else that will jog a
memory to help pass the time. One picture peaks my interest. I had seen the diagrams upon the walls of a woman’s body a thousand times, plus I have one, so it isn’t
one of those. The picture that grabs my attention is an art piece on the far wall, one I
only glanced over earlier. The art is peculiar because it is not something I expect to
see in here. It is a skull on a black background, of some sort of ram or another large
mammal, with cuts and slashes underneath it and across where the face was. It has
been drawn, some pencil marks are obvious, but it also appears that the odd markings have been cut and pasted onto the board. Perhaps they are to resemble fire, or
tumbleweeds. That is not the most striking thing to me, though. What gets me is the
placement of this skull. Why on earth would something so depressive be in this
office? Normally there are just flowers or pictures of smiling children, not rotting
animal skulls. It is of great contrast to the flowers in the window, creating a feeling
of slight unease in my stomach.
Dr. Burhan comes in now, so I push it to the back of my brain, thinking that
maybe it is artwork of her child’s and she didn’t have the heart to throw it away. As
she talks, I try to listen. She is spitting a lot of medical terminology at me, lots of
words I don’t understand. She finally realizes that I am not keeping up with her so
she stops. She looks me in the eye, suddenly very serious and sullen. She takes in a
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breath and braces herself as if someone is about to hit her with a car, then starts to
speak.
“Laurie, I know I tend to talk too fast and without making much sense, so
people often tune me out. But you’re going to need to pay close attention now.”
“I’m listening,” I say, suddenly very alert at her tone.
“Upon further examination, I believe we have figured out the reason you
haven’t been able to conceive.”
“Okay, and what is it?”
“You have a T-shaped uterus. We haven’t had time to fully process your
bloodwork, but we believe there might be another cause there, too. And if there is,
the combination is not of good nature.”
“What does that mean?”
She sucks in a breath. “It means you might not be able to conceive. Ever.”
That last word rattles around in my brain until it hurts. Ever. She can’t
possibly mean that. Ever. Like, never ever? I simply stare at her, unable to form
words or coherent thoughts. She mumbles an apology and exits the room, so I am
left alone to put my clothes back on.
I sit still for several minutes, unable to move. Finally, I lurch forward and
begin to get dressed, unable to sit still any longer. I have to tell Danny. He’ll know
what to do.
As I walk to my car the word ever continues to poke its way into my
thoughts, so I slam the door to my car, hoping to silence it. I run my fingers through
my hair, trying to get the will to drive home. Someone else seems to take over my
body and I turn the car on, then pull onto the street. As I drive, everything flashes
through my head at once.
Not being able to have children. I can handle it. No I can’t. Things like
adoption, surrogacy, and in vitro flood my head as I come to a stop on the highway,
all of them jumbling into an indecipherable knot. There seems to be a wreck a few
miles up ahead, so traffic is completely stopped. As I sit there, my phone goes off
with a message from Danny:
“Everything go okay? Love you L.”
I close my eyes and try to stop the flood that is lying in wait for me to lose it
and let my frustrations out. I have no idea how I’m supposed to tell my husband that
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I can’t have his children, something he’s always wanted. My mother’s voice suddenly appears in my head, encouraging me: “I told you it would get hard, sweetie. It is

just up to you what you make of it, my sweet, blossoming flower.”
“Oh, shut up, Mom!” I yell as I throw my phone in the floorboard and grasp
my head in my hands.
“I am not a flower! I am a person, a living, breathing person that can’t…can’t
have kids.” I finally let the tide take over and lose myself in grief. Tears begin to flow
out of my eyes faster than I can wipe them off, completely obscuring my vision. Not
like it matters anyway, considering traffic isn’t moving at all.
As I sit crying in my car trying to process, I can feel the flowers my mother
was always telling me about, that have grown my entire life, withering and dying.
Each petal of bright colors slowing turning to a crunchy brown, falling off into
oblivion. Nothing new is blooming this time though. No new bouquet of fresh
motherhood flowers, no new possibilities, nothing. Instead, I can see a shape start to
form from my previous lush garden. I have become dry, withered, and rotting like a
skull. A dead animal skull rotting in the scorching desert sun, unable to produce any
type of life. Horns of fallopian tubes that won’t be carrying any eggs to be fertilized
to a uterus of dried animal bone. Something that was once lively and growing now
reduced to a carcass of what-could-have-been but will never be, just like the picture
in the room. It was simply there to show me that everything beautiful can die and
become nothing but decoration.
Frustrated at my own thoughts of flowers and that damn skull, I slam my
hands into the steering wheel, the leather stinging my palm with the impact. I catch
a glimpse of the person next to me in my peripherals, so I turn to look at them. The
man stares me in the eye awkwardly but I don’t break contact, feeling a numbness
start to slowly spread throughout my body. Finally, he gives up, pretending to ignore
the weeping woman in the car next to him. I stare straight ahead and let the tears
flow smoothly, my body now empty of sobs. We move forward slightly, but only a
few feet.
Thoughts of my womanhood being dead and dried up cross my mind, chilling
me to my bones. The rational part of my brain knows that I am overreacting, that
the ability to bear children has nothing to do with being a woman. I know this, and I
know that I won’t be this upset forever, but for right now, I want to cry. I want to
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scream, hit things, and be angry at my own uterus. I want to tell my husband and
have him hold me and tell me everything is going to be okay, even though I don’t
feel that way at all right now. Most of all, I want to get out of this car and this shitty
traffic and figure out what to do next.
I turn the radio on to a random station, not hearing the song that is playing
yet turning it up as loud as possible anyway. I let the music drown out my brain and
sit in traffic, waiting, as usual.
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Pure
BRIAN DICKSON
Oil pastel and ebony pencil on Masonite board, 18"x24"
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Beneath Stone Conception
H.E. RIDDLETON
All the bulbs in all the street lamps seemed to burn out, all at once, in the
sudden shutter of the evening. The sun had set earlier than usual as if it had found a
new course through the sky and the moon rose high and full when it had been new
and barely there the night before. The engorged guests of the Strum household
stared like frozen aye-aye out the window; their fingers trembled steadily, spilling
their cocktails on the floor. The mistress of the house was nowhere in sight. The
night was a deviation from expectancies, rare and peculiar, and the hostess was not
there to guide them.
Myola Strum gaped and gasped, gagging herself with her personal mix of
Pennyroyal and bourbon, which she had concocted after she had been awoken at
three that morning, waking to her husband murmuring his adulterous indecencies
out the window. A promiscuous sleepwalker, he was. She was no longer the only
woman in his bed. There was a shadow among them, a succubus, she thought.
She stared now into the template of the mirror, of the bulge purporting along
her waist, heaving her stomach into a declarative dome. Her fingers circumferenced
that dome and held it, a raised wand, like one would cradle the world. She felt,
beneath the teeter of cold, sickly fingers, a movement buried deep beneath the skin
of her belly. She heard beyond her labored breath, in between the sips of the poison,
a storm front or a war zone outside her window. A cloud seemed to bubble from her,
dark and spirited, with every gulp of liquid abhorrence she consummated down her
throat. She could have been drinking blood, and with the rapid churning of the
being below her breast, she might as well have been. The thing puttered on, beating
against the walls of the womb, screaming from its tomb inconstant to life or life’s
giving. The venom slithered down, a snake around Myola’s defiance and stroked, a
willing strangle at the umbilical. She felt the memory of a phallic thrust at the edge
of her female fortress. She choked, a red tributary contracting from her always too
rounded lips. She took hold of the dressing table, her blonde tendrils escaping their
usual society bun. She felt very hollow, her eyes the gasp of something cold and
tectonic. The wind poured up in the streets. The parasite quieted, rot still. The world
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fell in halt outside, deciding in a rare rebel tendency to refuse the continuity of time.
And then, in a cumbrous relief, it began again, all as the fetus slid down her thigh
and off into the promise of a prosaic night.
The days that followed, Myola Strum would often stare guiltily out the
window, with her morning tea in hand, at the stone light bulb in the garden. Then
her husband, Brooklyn Strum, would come around and hold her at the waist, his
fingers testing down for more prosperous pastures, all appearances of disloyalty gone
with the recent obliteration of the child cooking inside his wife.
“It is not your fault, my dear,” he would say, “These things happen all the
time.” And then he would smile and kiss her circular mouth as he opened the
newspaper. “Now, look at these numbers. Isn’t it grand? Aren’t you glad that I
invested now, Darling?”
She went to bed early these days and woke up late. She and her girl-mates
would play bridge and talk gossip in the drawing room in the afternoon. They
would, however, never talk of the strange celestial occurrences of that night. She
tried mentioning it one time, in a small surrender to her sin.
“Do you remember that night of the party?”
“Oh, you’ve had so many grand parties, which one would that be?” Eliza
Survey said, her gloves stretched high to her elbows, a clumpy cookie in her hand.
“Oh, you know, the one with the electrical storm. It was a real inconvenience
wasn’t it? The sky so ridiculous and the lights outside just going out.” She tried to
make her voice sound casual, dragging in her once great mastery of the façade. Her
teeth bit down on a toffee cake. She tasted nothing. The poison had burnt off the
buds.
The women looked at each other; for a moment, a shred of fear seemed to
pucker through their lipstick, but then they all smiled, saccharine pearls of concern.
“Oh, honey,” Minnie Estovas placed her burnt orange hand atop Myola’s arm, the
skin was cold, crawling, and unfavorable. “How are you coping with that? Because
when Lola Hopper had her miscarriage, she went mad, absolutely mad. Don’t you
remember, girls? She started cutting up fruit and dressing pears and watermelon up
in doll clothes. And I don’t even need to say what she did to the cat. I think we all
know. Thank goodness she is locked up now.”
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Myola Strum hadn’t felt like talking anymore. She looked out the window at
the statue and wondered if anything had changed underneath it.
The leaves conjured off into a mist of their own dissolution and Myola Strum
stood, her body formed into the catering of a warm decadence. Her belly was full
again, the in term incarceration of a chasm drunk with life. The marble stones had
lined up among the ground. She smiled to herself, a secret whim. “This will be the
fifth,” she thought aloud.
Her husband came out onto the parapet after he arrived home from his social
preoccupation. He found his wife leaning against the wicker table, a virgin martini
in hand, raised as if in salute to an unseen crowd. She stood, as usual, in loyal piety
to the graves in the garden. There had always been a strange energy around the
stones, a weighted anticipation collected over the years and Brooklyn Strum chose
not to approach them. He chose, sometimes, to not admit they were real.
“Oh, my darling, don’t you look lovely in the light? With the money I’ll be
making from the stocks this year, I might as well just buy the sun and have it follow
you around all day so you will always look like this.”
Myola Strum turned, careful to keep her peripheral on the stones, and squinted her eyes, mysterious opals in the glare, at her husband. “Brooke, dear, do you
really want other men to see me in such a constant state of beauty?”
A small farce of passion seemed to constitute through him and he ran to her,
laughing. “No, never. It will be a personal sun, only for me.” He swept her up and
kissed her, his arms circling with better conscience around her swollen belly and he
seemed almost tearful. “I think we’re finally ready, My. I think this is going to be the
one.”
She smiled, her posture slumped against his grand support. It was not the
smile of agreeance or of hope, but of something subtler as she stared, a gaping
chokehold with her gaze, at the tombstones. “Yes, I think it is.”
The spring arrived with the last kiss of snow on the earth and then, as if in
promise to the sanctioned cycle, the final flake sacrificed itself and melted, dripping
dew into the grass. The baby arrived on schedule and in healthy delivery, a swift and
sudden indulge in a twilight sleep for lack of better memory. Myola Strum stood
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over the crib in the nursery, the boy’s curls satisfying the chub of his face, without
refrain or affection. There was something in his eyes, the emerald soothsay glass,
stained and religious, that she did not like.
The stones, each with their own shape and accord, seemed, in the sparkle of
noon droplets, to glisten, a haze of nonbeing and return. As Brooklyn Strum sat on
the porch atop the iron casket of the lawn chair, he wandered if he too would
return, a draft notice in his hand. He crumpled it in his palms and wished to bury it
with the stones. He wished, in a strange elated moment, that he could upturn the
ground and reveal what was beneath it.
The days that followed, with the preparation for Brooklyn’s departure, Myola
was left mostly alone. The baby cried and cried, kicked and pulsed. She did not
know how to tame it. She thought only of her first and then concluded that possibly
hemlock would be best for this one.
She thought often of the babies that passed and then considered, with a trite
prepare for her two-year solitude, if they were waiting for her. Sounds sometimes
would come from the yard, whining noises like thirsty gerbils exerting themselves
on a perpetual wheel. The ground would, at times, move as if someone was turning
in their bed. Occasionally, the wind would blow up and disperse as if air had never
been there. One night, she stared into the backyard from her dressing table in her
room and as she clicked her lamp off, she thought she saw the lightbulb statue
flicker on.
One morning, Brooklyn refused to leave the bed and confessed that he was
coming down with melancholia. He held her around the waist, persuading her
closer, fingering the silk of her lingerie, kissing the back of her neck. She shifted her
body to him until she felt that she could crawl through his sternum and stop his
heart with her immaterial. He smiled, a sad corrosion, imagining another demise.
“I don’t know. I don’t think I’m fit for such a war.”
Myola said plainly, her voice a simple trade, “Oh, Dear, I don’t think anyone
is.”
That day, in spite of her duties to the child, she invited over Minnie Estovas
while her husband wasted around in the bed. Myola set up tea in the living room,
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atop the glass coffee table, and had the baby—Moliere Strum— in a carrying basket
beside the couch.
“You should really hire a nanny, honey, since Brooklyn is leaving in two
weeks. When Sally Parment lost her husband to the war, she regretted so much. But
now she’s not regretting much anymore since, as you probably know, she’s getting
milked by the milkman. Oh, I’m sorry for such language around the child. It just is
awful, isn’t it though? Sally, of all people.”
Myola nodded her head, pretending to listen, and looked past Minnie in her
brown curls and brown, inane eyes, to the yard where the garden concaved with
graves, seemed to flux forward, a strand of reincarnation. The lightbulb lighting first.
“Brooklyn and I don’t believe in nannies.” The polished wood floors seemed
to shiver as if they were remembering that they used to be climbed instead of
stepped on. “Did you feel that, Minnie?”
“Did I feel what?” Her eyes seemed shocked, almost insulted.
“The ground. I think it might have been an earthquake.”
“Oh, Myola, are you back to your old pranks again? There aren’t any earthquakes in the Carolinas.”
The floor shook again, a quiver of disapproval, recalling the rings before the
mahogany. The windows clinked and one cracked, the shutters shuddering and
unbolting from their jambs. Minnie felt it this time.
“Well, this has been nice.” Her eyes were wide, the color of burnt sky,
polluted brown, still vacant, yet she stuttered in the memory of that night five years
ago. She remembered in all her claims of ignorance. She smiled, a forced grin,
correlating muscles into what they should never do, and squeezed Myola’s hand.
“But I think it is best time for me to go. Bert is probably worrying about me.” She
ravaged across the moving ground, attempting to shut the door behind her, but it
dropped, in a dissatisfaction, the hinges not even a question. She ran to her car and
drove away down the unlit street.
The sandstone screwdriver in memorial of the Strum’s second child was,
without doubt, unscrewing itself from its plug in the ground. Baby Moliere was
quiet, rot still. Myola kneeled down, not taking her eyes off the window, her feet
slipping beneath her as she fell to the floor beside the baby carriage. She heard,
beyond her labored breaths, a storm outside, contrived from below, from hell,
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maybe, in sips of radical reason.
“Brooklyn!” She called, her voice a chamber of trembling fingers. She slipped
her hand under Moliere’s shirt and felt the symptoms, over the pale silk chest, of
arrhythmia. The palpitations relayed faster and faster, a current of far and outlandish
demise. The ebony rose of their third bloomed, facets of black hair emerging from
beneath it. She stole the living child from its seat swaddled in blankets made of satin,
embedded with diamonds in the corners. She thought, as the ground rumbled in
conquest and she held the nearly seizing child in her arms close to her chest, that in
all their luxury, she never felt rich. Her only opulence were the stones outside. She
called for her husband again.
“It’s going to be just fine, Mo-Mo. It is only your brothers and sisters.” The
last grave, a marble monkey opened its eyes. They were no longer stones, they were
deviances of the earth, inhaled through conceptions. Brooklyn Strum climbed down
the stairs, a battle face on, and stood beside his wife.
The world fell in an immersive motion outside the house and all became still
within it. Myola Strum circumferenced her hands around the dome of the infant, her
circular lips seemed to breathe in Pennyroyal vapor, struck silent and without
dismiss this time. Outside above the graveyard, the sun erupted, blue and hot, where
a moon should have been. The earth and the sky then swapped places. The finished
fetuses crawled up. The Strum household, predetermined and defied, waited for their
children.
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I’m Keeping The House
APRIL NICOLAIDES
Brass, copper, glass, burned letters, and barbed wire, 4.5"x4.5"x5"
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A Cellar Door Dwelling
JACY STONE
Banging pans at dusk
To drown out these sighs
As she comes home.
Hymns and prayers can only
Cover up two colliding trains for so long
If only I had met you at least thirteen years ago
But you are on the shores of Cairo and I
Was flung from outer space
A star mote born with red hair
Let me know if I need to invest all my energy in space travel.
Tolkien daydreams
Kill me. I want you
To take me pear-picking. A beagle-brown
Picnic basket with flies buzzing
In our bellies.
Though I know this is a lily
Not a rose. You cannot expect a dog to wander
Back on her own if she’s
beating and breathing
in the ground,
hailing Mary.
I know this flame would still flicker years from now
On some cold distant planet
But also burn the rest of California, and
I do not think I could brave an oncoming train
However much
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I want you
To know
My warm alabaster and my melted ruby
And moon-touched mind on some dreary evening
As the flame flickers and never
goes out.
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Storm Warning
GABRIELLE DICKERSON
Monoprint on paper, 11"x14"
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Crossing Bridges

Content Warning: suicide

KEELA SMITH
In response to “Storm Warning”

She spent most of her time at a dimly lit coffee shop, where the inhabitants
were just as shady as the lighting, away from the burden of friends and their problems and away from home. She sat for hours on end writing whatever came to mind
and juggling different concepts for whatever art kick she was on at the time. The
whole peaceful environment was an escape for her, an escape from the demons that
invaded the spaces of her head. She had a habit of distancing herself from everyone
because, well, in a small southern town everyone is set in their ways; she was always
known for being the odd girl out. Iris could recall her mother’s criticism playing in
her head like an old worn out record stuck on the same tune: “Iris you need to get
out more” and “You’re never going to find a man always dressed as if you’re going to
a funeral.” Her mother was real old school and didn’t understand that Iris had bigger
problems than that.
Today, she was supposed to be working on a poem, but Iris and her one-track
mind became so distracted she couldn’t seem to focus. When the couple next to her
started making out, she took that as her cue to exit.
“Even though I hate this town, my walks home are always so serene. The
flowers are just begging me to paint them all,” she thought to herself. Flowers of all
types and colors seasoned the road that she navigated home on. No one really took
this back road, so she didn’t have to worry about getting bothered by nosey townsfolk. As she walked down the lonely dirt road she lit up a joint, hoping when she
exhaled the smoke, her problems would go away. They didn’t. But for a brief moment, she felt relieved of life’s worries.
When she was alone, she tended to think a lot. One would think she would
rather surround herself with people to drown out toxic thinking, but she’d rather be
alone. When the thoughts came flooding in, she had a way of overanalyzing everything. Everything about herself, everything about her life. None of it was good. Selfloathing is a nasty emotion, if you can call it that. But often times she would think of
her ma, her dear sweet mother. She was totally oblivious to what was actually going
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on with Iris. When Iris tried to express to her how she felt, her mother would just
dismiss it completely. Talking about your mental health to a southern black mom is
like talking to a brick wall. She tried many times to get the help she needed. She
even told her mom about her desire of not wanting to go on anymore, but her
mother would only reply with, “Oh Iris, that’s just the devil on your back, don’t say
things like that” or “Baby, just pray about it and give all your problems to God.”
There were many occasions where Iris just wanted to scream at the top of her
lungs, “I’M TIRED OF PRAYING! When is change gonna come? When am I gonna
get better?” The way she saw it, there was only one solution to that.
Iris tried confiding in her friends, and even leaders of her church, but they
were no better than her mother. Frustrated with the “just be happy” soapbox, she
just couldn’t help but wonder why the black community had such a stigma with
mental health and illness. She couldn’t count how many times she read or heard a
story about someone dealing with depression or suicide attempts and the comments
always were the same. “That’s white people shit,” which always confused her,
making her feel as though by her being black, she wasn’t allowed to be depressed.
Iris walked closer to her favorite spot on her walk, an old wooden bridge that
was covered in moss and vines and tiny violet flowers over a creek. The only place
besides the coffee shop where she felt she could be herself. Today was different
though. She stood on the bridge looking down at the water rushing over the rocks
that lay underneath. Tear after tear falling in the creek. Each tear seeming more
insignificant as the one before as it fell and became one with the water. She wondered what that would be like. Thinking of her mother and the note she left on the
kitchen table, Iris knew she couldn’t waste any more time. Standing on the edge of
the bridge with her back towards the creek, she decided to take a leap of faith. The
fall was quick but the death was not. As she lay there, the water rushed over her as if
it were washing away her sins. She felt so free from the thoughts that imprisoned
her. As the light grew closer, her last dying memory was of her being baptized. Iris
at her purest form.
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The Beast
KIMBERLY DELEON
“Beware of thyself.” – Herman Melville, Moby Dick: or, The Whale
Black mouth
devoid of teeth
creeping shadow
decadent and discrete.
Whispering words
low and hissing
seductive promises
in equal measure to entreat
and haunt.
Inside the beast,
safety calls:
piercing relief, but it will not be free.
Sinking slowly
cold and weighted
eternal confinement
both curse and mercy.
Or else,
to choose light.
Mortal misery,
a far-flung chance for some slight change.
The beast
will still linger
patiently following
constant companion, familiar and strange.
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Feather’s Eye
GERARDO GARCIA
Digital Photograph
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OCD, CDO
BRIANNA HARKINS
One
Obsession whispers to my mime
And is never seen by the blind.
Compulsion plays pretend with time
Constantly calling for me to rewind.
Two two
Pounding within my skull
While my toes curl like my torso
Bending to oblige the fetal pull,
My brain and body rock to and fro.
Three three three
Incandescence, luminescence deathly bright
But darkness will have me drown.
Ears flaming, eyes wide with fright,
I must force the bile down.
Four four four four
Itches cannot be satisfied
But I mustn’t make a sound.
Fe, fi, fo, fum are filled with pride.
Freezing fevers make their rounds.
Five five five five five
At least my grave is six by six.
Touching, feeling, scraping, scratching
Drugs and drinks and thinks don’t mix.
Rituals repeat, locks must be latching.
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Rip Tide
GABRIELLE DICKERSON
Monoprint on paper, 11” x 14”
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Meme of a Phonograph
H.E. RIDDLETON
I.
again, again.
There is no perfect center.
The placement of the greys
grin
like gargoyles,
like destruction.
The failed serenity alternates,
slash over sage,
until you appear
A collection of static
on a radio.
Little Choctaw,
airbourne
above Ahab,
above the bow
of a viola,
below the wish
bone dragging
the South.
The dead bed
at the top
does not stop
the enema
of syringes
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stabbing like
neckties and
a missing
button and the
archery of a printed
abdomen with
uncolored scarlet,
the sacred “S.”
The mess masturbates memory.
II.

Layers

and

Layers
of needy needles
and pill popped
assassinations

and you watch
the institutional noir, nightfall crawls rectangular,
dawns and I still eat—
these funny
diamond
lines—
and serve apparition,
apples
but not crimsons.
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The greys are too conditional,
dragging their
direction
to first headless totems,
triangular gatherings,
pie pieces, robot stumps
the redo
of an undone circle,
of an hour glass
in Paris.

III.
Happiness—the unwanted fruit—

what bellies under shower,
beneath brokenness
in the cracked matter
of poison platters of
mirrors
in rivers where lines
breaka bird, upper centrality
without vertices,
beyond balance,
space surrenders
space
And yet,
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there is still
an entryway,
a broom closet,
but then no
composite of
ground
after that.
In vertigo,
the lover enters, the lover
does not.
The Fractures
are factors,
the fevers
of fools.
We survive
on music. Music
survives on us
And for the record,

for the record,
for the record,
the ink
repeats rebels repeats
again, again

Use a QR code scanner app to hear the
poem at www.southscript.org
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These Are My Scars
KIMBERLY DELEON

with each cut my daughters endure,
as I dry their eyes and kiss their wounds
and the moon settles in to its berth in the sky,
I’ll whisper this story—

in the beginning
there was a serpent
who spit fire.
with swaying hips and a slithering belly,
her softness and heat a paradox,
her will as strong as the mountaintops
thrust up by God’s own hand
and her voluptuous lust
saturated the dust in the air of her wake.
and Adam, banal but vain,
blinded by loyalty to the god of his imagination
feared her flames.
he made a deal with the Devil to tame that monster
and turn the garden into a place of grief.
together they assembled a pyre to top with her
singularity,
a tower piled with the rarity of a woman’s
autonomy.
a sacrifice to inspire
the dawn of a purgatory,
to hide her glory underneath his feet.
he told his lies to her sons and daughters
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about who she really was:
Eve, the fire-breather,
mouth sewed shut, baptized in the blood of her
bruises
words
fear
shame
it’s all the same.
when this culture we’ve created
impales my daughters with its points and its barbs,
when this history they inherit
rips their skin ‘til the shadows of their souls weep through,
then I will tell them the story of that primordial serpent
and ask
my daughters, can you feel that dragon inside?
here,
gathered in the arms of your many mothers, listen as the charms spill
from their lips and watch the façade fall
from your scales, the myths and the tales dissolving
before your eyes. claim
the healing balm of your hallowed birthright
and then, cast your brightness, unveiled and mighty and the weeds in the garden
will wither in your breath
and your fire will lift you higher than you ever believed you could fly.
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The Collector
KIMBERLY DELEON

This was not her first trip to Tokyo. She always found her best specimens
here.
She first noticed him watching her when she stopped in front of a display of
teapots. A small clay pot sat prominently at the center of the arrangement. She
picked it up in her cautious hands, the sides rubbed smooth over years of use and
care, the nude red clay taking on the slight sheen of a sun-kissed face on a warm day.
She clicked her tongue, a faint sound of irritation. It would not have cracked there
on the bottom if it had been properly maintained instead of set out on display. She
set it back down slowly. No need to speed up the damage. She glanced up, catching
him pretending to look at a set of tacky chopsticks marked up for tourists. She
moved on from the teapots, and he walked around a large display of Samurai armor,
keeping her in view, following her. She picked up a small glass lamp, a beautiful
bright jade. No, it is only a cheap Chinese import from the 80s. She noticed movement again to her left and replaced the lamp. A small set of porcelain jars caught her
eye. Imari ginger jars? She was not sure.
The booth felt crowded, claustrophobic even, piled high with both beautiful
antiques from Japan and cheap junk sold to foreigners that surely kept the shop
afloat. Pottery, wood carvings, and framed art were stacked and stacked higher atop
of furniture, barely balancing, clinging together as if their lives depended upon it,
the hulking stacks providing hiding places throughout the store. Where did he go?
She passed the jars by, uneasy now she had lost him. She hated feeling like prey, that
worry at the center of the back of your neck.
He was tall, broad shouldered, and obviously American. If his obnoxious
cologne had not given him away, the way he spoke at the shopkeeper, rather than to
her, would have. “How much?” she heard him demanding from nearby.
A faint rosewood face, partially hidden under several tapestries, peeked out
from the table beside her. She picked up the square wooden box, about 30 centimeters across, beautifully joined, and unfinished. Sashimono. It is beautiful. Yes, this
was the one. She turned it over, meticulously feeling along the edges for patchwork.
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Carvings of delicate flowering Prunus serrulata covered the top, the rose of the wood
perfectly implying the soft centers of the blossoms that arrived each spring. She
lifted the lid and a quiet giggle erupted from her lips. A flat compartment, ideal for
very small keepsakes, a folded note, some hidden yen, a photograph, lay concealed
inside the box. Her fingers worked along the top trying to discover the secret to
opening the inside lid. Pop! There, a catch hidden where the false top joined the box.
How perfect.
“Hey.”
She started, nearly dropping the box. Damn! In her distraction, he had caught
up to her. “Hello,” she whispered, unable to stop herself from responding.
Once again she was a small girl, her obaachan towering over her, the force of
her words and character belied by the quietness she projected. “A woman must
always be polite. A woman must always be modest. A woman must always be what?”
“Obedient, Obaachan.”
As much as she wanted to ignore these men, she could not sever the weight
of her father’s mother. She had been molded like clay in obaachan’s hands. She
nodded politely at the American and made her way to the front of the booth, hoping
he would not follow.
“The name’s Kevin. Whatdya got there?”
She considered pretending she could not understand him, or that she had not
heard. If she did not leave in a few minutes she would not have time to walk to the
train station. She did not want to be trapped in Tokyo overnight.
“Just a small trinket. Nothing, really.” She paid for the box, hoping he did not
understand how much it had cost. “Arigato,” she said, with a polite but small bow as
she took the package from the shopkeeper.
The elegant paper wrapping, gold cranes on a cerulean background, had been
expertly folded. She brushed her fingers along a sharp fold, remembering a package
from many years ago. So carefully she had saved her small coins that year. How
often she had passed by the window, reaching out towards the soft umbrellas hanging there. It was an extravagance, she knew that. It would barely keep out any sun at
all. The paper pale pink, the bamboo handle carved into a tiny rabbit at the end,
green faceted eyes sparkling with all of the hopes a 13 year old child could hold. It
was perfect.
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She watched the old woman wrap the umbrella in paper, folding an origami
bow on the top. She had been impatient then, and did not care how it had been
packaged. She tore it off as soon as the door closed behind her.

Oh god, he is following me out.
“Want some company?” he asked.
“Oh, yes,” she said, trying, but not really, to hide her facetiousness. She
offered a sardonic smile she hoped he was too dense to notice. The street was crowded, stores on each side, tourists packing around the food stalls, locals hurrying along
the narrow road in cars, bicycles, and taxis. The scent of nameko soba filled her
nostrils, and she was impatient to get to her train.
“This is my first trip to Japan. I’ve been looking for something a little more
adventurous, or maybe more exotic in my life.” He winked.
Camellia blossoms in deep crimson bloomed heavily along the path to her
childhood home that spring. She could still close her eyes and see them, proud and
beautiful, guarding her as a child. She had barely opened the front gate into the
garden when her father saw her, pink parasol twirling over her shoulder. She could
not squelch her grin as she shyly showed him her treasure. “I bought it, papa. It is
beautiful, don’t you think?”
Did she remember him starting to smile, or has she only interjected that into
the memory now? Her grandmother’s shadow darkened the front window where
they could both see her watching. He snatched the umbrella from her hand.
“Useless.” That was all he said.
The American was still walking alongside her.
“I hope you find it. But I must be going. Goodbye,” she said, hurrying across
the street toward the train station. Again, he followed.
“Where are you headed to? I could use a good recommendation for a place to
eat. And maybe some company?” When he smiled his lips pulled back showing too
many teeth.
She did not like feeling like prey. A faint sheen of sweat was forming along
her hairline, her obaachan whispering a thin cry like a wind through the mountains.
Less than a year after the parasol they introduced him. She remembered him
coming over with his mother and father, and how her obaachan pranced and simpered like one of those too-small inbred dogs, begging for attention. How disgusted
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she had felt, to watch her strong, proud obaachan bow to these people. She did not
understand the arrangement until too late. Ripped from her home, from the memories of her mother, she cried enough tears to drown in. Perhaps she died that day.
“I really must be going, but I’m sure you will find someplace nice. This is a
very popular area.” Obaachan’s whispers obtruding, demanding her attention.
“Awe, come on, have a heart. I’d much rather eat with someone as pretty as
you.”
She closed her eyes, took a deep breath to slow her pounding heart, and kept
walking. She darted around a crowd of teenage girls, giggling and pushing each
other. Be still, Obaachan. Only one more block to the station. The street was pandemonium this close to the train. Her hands clenched, nails digging into her palms, a
flood of memories besieging her. She lived with her husband’s mother in Tokyo for
two long years before the wedding. The clamor of that day is what she remembered
most. Her new husband’s family members singing songs too loudly, the sound of
clanging sake bottles, the endless speeches. In the midst of this sea of strangers, she
saw her father and her eyes cried out all she had endured to him. But with Obaachan
there she dared not speak and he did not ask. It was the last time she saw him.
“Now don’t be rude. I’m just trying to be friendly. Just dinner.” He did not
sound friendly.
The American reached for her arm just above the elbow, stopping her,
snapping her from her memories. She flinched, eyes flashing; she did not like being
touched like that.
She remembered her husband’s hands the most. Long fingers with bulbous
knuckles, without tenderness to soften the roughness of his palms. She had never
been able to deaden her skin to his touch, until his lifeless body, pieces in bags, she
set out on the curb with no more thought than the garbage of her past deserved. But
his cold hands and cruel tongue she kept. Fists that hammered against a heart until it
broke, tongues that struck out like snakes, spitting out lie upon lie until the truth
was only a dream you once had, when you were a little girl. And when the power of
her obaachan rose in her, growing like a fire from its first ember to its towering
flames of righteousness and duty; she was powerless to stop her. She had been
formed of clay and fired in the heat of Obaachan’s will.
The flames licked at her arm where his hand still touched her. In the train
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station ahead of them, everything continued as though nothing were happening at
all.
For the first time she looked up to face him, his dull blue eyes meeting hers,
black turning golden with fire. “Unfortunately, I have to get back to Yokohama
tonight, and this is the last train.” Her face a mask of disappointment. Her lips a shy
smile. Her elbow tingling, the center of a raging inferno. “Unless,” she paused, as if
thinking of a plan, “you want to join me?”
He studied her, but she kept still. Her nerves fired, her eyes burned, her
cheeks flushed, Obaachan shrieking her power inside. But she did not move, she did
not breathe. She knew this was the most important part.
After a moment, “Might as well enjoy as much of the country as I can, while
I’m here.” His eyes traced the length of her body, considering what part to devour
first. “We can eat there. You have to eat, don’t you?”
She reached out, and laid a finger on his hand, carefully tracing a line from
knuckle to knuckle, considering each one. “Yes.” She smiled again, this time genuinely. “Yes, I do.”
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Master Of
BRIANNA HARKINS, FEATURING JEREMY AVERYT
I am the master of hate
The ultimate beloved of fate
I cause the trees to whither
I cause the sky to fade
There is no one worse than I am
I am the caster of bane
Demons cower at my name
I lost the will to fight
In the middle of the night
There is no one worse than I am
There is no one who can save this
Wretched monster and mess
There is no one who can stop this
Killer because pain is my bliss
My claws beckon my death
While pulling the strings in my heart
My body dances forth
As a puppet locked on course
There is no one worse than I am
There is no one who can save this
Wretched monster and mess
There is no one who can stop this
Killer because pain is my bliss
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My mind looks forward to rest
The relentless flood to stop its quest
Dark horses came to trot
Away all my thought
There is no one worse than I am
There is no one who can save this
Wretched monster and mess
There is no one who can stop this
Killer because pain is my bliss
There is no one worse than I am
There is no one worse than I am

Use a QR code scanner app to hear the
song at www.southscript.org
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Exposed
JESSICA BYRD
Colored pencil, fabric, and paint on paper, 18” X 24”
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Te a P a r t y, O c t . 19 6 2
JACOB GILMORE
When the bomb
drops
I’ll invite it in
For a warm cup of tea
So that I can
At least expect it
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